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The volumetric analysis exercises will make use of a 50mL buret.  

 

First of all, you 

MUST learn how 

to put your buret 

away properly in 

the buret cabinet. 

Here's a picture of 

the buret cabinet 

on the left. On the 

right we have three 

burets stored 

properly. Note the 

arrows pointing to the holes into which one "ear" of the petcock valve is placed. Placing the 

buret in the cabinet this way assures that the buret won't fall out when the cabinet is opened. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But get a load of 

these two pictures. 

Notice how the 

burets have been 

placed 

precariously so 

that just a quick 

opening of the 

door will allow 

either to slip out, 

fall on the floor 

and break. So make sure that you exercise due care in the storage of your buret. I want everyone 

to know how to store their burets safely after the first period during which they are used.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The "petcock" or draining 

valve which allows titrant 

to flow out the nozzle is 

made of teflon. On one 

end is a handle for opening 

and closing it. On the 

other is a tightening nut, a 

rubber o-ring and a teflon 

spacer. Your buret ought 

to be assembled as shown 

in the photo at the left with 

the teflon spacer rubbing 

against the buret and the 

rubber o-ring between the 

spacer and the nut. 

Otherwise there is a 

tendency for the nut to 

loosen with repeated turns 

of the petcock.  

 

 

 

 

 

When reading a buret it is important that your line of sight be in a direction perpendicular to the 

buret column.  

Note in this photograph that although the bottom of the 

meniscus is clearly outlined, the variability of the 

background does not always offer such visibility. More 

likely than not, the bottom of the mensicus is lightened by 

random reflections in the laboratory. Such variability can 

produce errors of several hundredths of a milliliter. All 

buret reading should be done using a buret card. 

 

 

 



The black streak is produced using a felt tipped pen and 

offers the student a constant dark reflection against a 

white background for higher precision in determining 

relative titrant volumes.  

 

 

 

 

 

Another problem often encountered by students is poor 

drainage. Note that this buret has droplets which stick to 

the inner wall. If your buret shows such droplets, use one 

of the buret brushes and Alconox to wash the inner 

surface. If that doesn't improve the drainage, ask your 

instructor to draw some dichromate/sulfuric acid cleaning 

solution into the buret for more thorough cleaning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 50 mL buret can be read to ±0.01 mL, but in order to be able to interpolate to the last digit, the 

perpendicular line of sight must be followed with meticulous care. Note in these two 

photographs, one in which the line 

of sight is slightly upward and the 

other in which it is downward, that 

an interpolation is difficult 

because the calibration lines don't 

appear to be parallel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The use of a buret card and a line of sight perpendicular 

to the buret column are techniques which must be adopted 

to achieve maximum precision. Note the final photograph 

in which the level of the meniscus bottom can be 

determined to within ±0.01 mL. What reading would you 

report for this buret volume?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A buret card ought to have a black 

streak with a distinct horizontal 

zone of black against white. 

Moreover, when held behind the 

buret, the upper limit of the black 

streak ought to be placed just 

under the meniscus, so that the 

bottom of the meniscus can be 

seen distinctly against a narrow 

zone of white. Note in the photo at the left that the apparent level of the meniscus is different 

from that on the right. Since placing the black streak just under the meniscus is more repeatable 

than at some variable distance, the close placement is recommended. 

 

 

If you are assigned a buret with a 

white instead of a blue or red 

scale, a buret card other than white 

ought to be used. Notice in the 

photo at the left the white scale is 

rendered invisible by the white 

card but can be seen more clearly 

with the pastel blue card on the 

right.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pipettes and burettes accumulate inert solid material which must be removed from time to time. 

Here at the left is the nozzle of a burette which has material which will not pass through. You 

may have to use a wire, available on the lower ledge of the burette case, to clean out this 

material. It is best to do it with the petcock valve removed so that when you do a reverse wash 

after poking it free, the material can be washed out at the point of the valve instead of at the other 

end of the burette cylinder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A bubble in the nozzle of a buret will produce an 

inaccurate volume reading if the bubble escapes 

during a titration. Bubbles may be large and 

visible as shown above left or so small as not to 

be seen, above center. During a titration such 

small bubbles begin to move in the direction of 

the nozzle but may remain in place even though 

there is a moderate flow of titrant (above right). 

Even when the buret valve is wide open some 

bubbles remain in place until you take your eyes 

off them. Then they sneak through the nozzle and 

ruin your titration. 

 

The quickest 

way to get 

rid of nozzle 

bubbles is to 

fill the buret 

with titrant 

and open the 

valve. The 

pressure of 

the titrant in 

a full buret 

is often 

enough to 

force all 

bubbles out. If that doesn't work, two other methods can be 

used. The first is to use some chaotic suction. The student 

on the left has first rinsed then filled her buret with titrant. 

Her attempt to force out all bubbles by the first method didn't work, so she opens the buret valve, 

letting the contents begin to drain into a beaker. She uses her bulb momentarily to suck air 



through the nozzle. The mixture of small bubbles which are produced reenter the nozzle. The 

chaos and production of small bubbles (right) is often capable of driving out all bubbles from the 

nozzle.  

 

 

 

If that doesn't work, immerse the nozzle of the 

buret in a small beaker of titrant and while using 

the bulb to reverse the flow of titrant, open the 

valve (right). The bubble will emerge from the top 

of the valve and rise to the top of the column of 

titrant, but no air will be able to enter the mouth 

of the nozzle.  

 

 

 



Finally, a brand new buret, just taken out of the box, ought to be 

examined carefully, as ought a buret returned to service after 

having been in storage a long time. Production errors are rare but 

they do occur. Burets in storage may be there for reasons not 

connected with a lack of need. The image at the right shows a 

buret found at the University of Kentucky by Professor Jim 

O'Reilly a number of years ago. Its particular aberration is that it 

has two "43" mL designations and continues on to 48 (which is 

really 49 mL), then it jumps to 50. It is thought to have been 

made in the 1950s. Thanks to Professor Jim Holler for having 

shared this example of a production error with the Chemical 

Education Discussion Group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click here to return to the Oliver's index of chemical 

demonstrations  
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